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concept, design, manufacture and supply - within budget and timescale.

RANGE GUIDE

Energy efficient
Factory finished
Low maintenance
Made to measure
Secured by Design

Superior Residential Door and Window Systems

ISSUE 4
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PURPOSE MADE
JOINERY PRODUCTS
PDS are a one-stop joinery manufacturer who specialise in made to measure door and

window related items. Offering products such as arched fanlights, combination frames,

“designer” windows and other project specific bespoke products, devised to dovetail

perfectly with our standard residential door and window systems.

Made from engineered softwood or sustainable

hardwoods, with a huge choice of glazing and

protective decorative finishes which are both

highly attractive and eminently functional.

Whether you need a one off circular window,

an individually tailored feature door, a complete

conservatory or even a purpose designed

timber out-building, our experienced sales and

technical teams will be happy to help.

Classically constructed products for sensitive refurbishments

Project specific Garden Building

Maintenance free GRP gates

Made to order triple glazed combination frames

Customised door entry systems

Non standard is
our standard

Specially commissioned internal doorsets

Individually designed vestibule
doorset with fanlight

Bespoke curved head timber door and frame
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Bespoke timber combination french doors

Non standard timber front doorset

Bespoke french & folding doorsets

French doorset with integral elevated screen

Oak folding doorsets

Louvred bin store
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To complement their extensive range of Secured by Design residential door

and window systems, PDS have introduced several accompanying non-

standard products including timber and GRP gates and garage doors,

bespoke entrance sets and even maintenance free fibreglass fencing, to

add those distinctive design features and important final touches to the

most discerning of building projects

NON STANDARD IS
OUR STANDARD

Tailor made joinery

Softwood feature frame

Oak french doorsets including sidelights

Glazed timber entrance screen
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Designer timber feature windowsHardwood garage doorsets

Factory finished solid oak windows and doors

Bespoke doorset and arched window

Substantial new timber doorset for period property

Non standard timber casement windows
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Combining traditional craftsmanship and

visible appeal with enhanced security and

weather tightness to provide the ultimate

window for both Design & Build and

refurbishment projects.

Our windows are no ordinary windows. Made from ultra

strong laminated softwoods, designed to eliminate resin

exudation and resist warping, or beautiful dense

hardwoods, including Oak and Sapele, these modular

frames are available with stormproof rebated openers,

flush fitting casements or traditional looking “box” sliding

sashes, incorporating high quality ironmongery, engineered

timber profiles, and advanced manufacturing techniques.

Principal Product attributes

- BS7950 (Secured by Design) accreditation

- Energy efficient factory glazing renders

whole window U values as low as 1.3 W/m2K*

- Laminated & finger jointed timber provides
for defect free surfaces, prevention of knot
exudation and prolonged final finish durability

- Purpose made sizes within standard lead
times

- Pre finished with Low VOC, high build
microporous paint or stain coatings

- Unique “pinless”, custom designed, high
security, composite drained glazing system,
for ultimate weather performance, security
and visible appeal

- Profiles specifically designed without sharp
edges, in order to promote effective paint
adhesion, enhanced durability, and safer
handling.

- Secure night vent option

- Fenestration options include Georgian,
Regency, Country Bar, Horizontal Bar, Mock
Sliding Sash & Flush Casement

- True Georgian Bar designs or FSC composite
bonded bar for 'traditional' appearance
without resorting to multiple individual
glass units

- Optional internal window board and
lining grooves

- Easy-clean, Egress or
standard stormproof
hinges

- Concealed head -
slot vents

‘Scissor - action'
twin mushroom locking

Espagnolette

Locking

TIMBER SECURITY
WINDOWS

Easy Clean

and Egress hinge
Rounded

Profile Edges

Factory glazed and painted flush casement windows for conservation project
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To find out more about frame
formers and cavity closers, to
complement our factory finished
window systems call  01706 370
001 or visit www.pdsdoorsets.co.uk

CASEMENT WINDOW DESIGNS
Here are just a few examples, but with non standard being our standard, if you can envisage it, PDS

can probably manufacture it!
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High Performan ce
TimberWindowso

PDS have rejuvenated an old favourite by adding the traditional and cherished sliding

sash window to their diverse range. The replica box sliding sash window is traditional in

both appearance and construction, complete with weights, cords and pulleys, as per the

original design. Although intelligently conceived and fabricated to closely replicate the

time honoured product in many aspects, this modern recreation embraces and benefits

from the latest manufacturing technology,

utilising engineered laminated timber, high

performance double glazing, microporous water

based factory applied paint finish and triple

weather seals.

Previously, when old box sash windows were

removed due to performance failure, these

were often replaced by very basic top opening

casement windows, or ‘rip - out’, frames which

achieved the objective of reducing overall

renewal costs but regretfully, often severely

compromised the visual appeal . More recently,

due to pressure from conservation and planning

organisations, anxious to maintain the look of

old buildings and indeed new dwellings in ‘sensitive’ areas, there is a renewed demand

for building products which will pacify the traditionalists, whilst satisfying the most

stringent modern building regulation requirements.

Reviving an old favourite for renovations
BOX SLIDING SASH WINDOWS

Weights

Pre-stretched
nylon cords

Sash Lifts

Sash
Horns

PDS SASH WINDOWS ARE ALSO
AVAILABLE WITH MODERN

SPIRAL BALANCE MECHANISMS
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PDS are continuing to expand the scope of their bespoke

services and therefore the traditional box window is available

in virtually any size - made to measure. By incorporating

such revered products into the PDS range, we are doing our

bit to preserve the Country’s heritage and also, by combining

traditional craftsmanship with more efficient methods of

procurement and production, ensuring that everyone is

afforded the opportunity to appreciate the elegance and

grace of time-honoured English design.

- Pre- finished Microporous water based factory
applied decorative coating

- Traditionally designed and constructed,
featuring weights, pre-stretched nylon cords
and pulleys

- Triple weather sealed to eliminate draughts
- Purpose made sizes and designs within

standard lead times
- Factory glazed with high performance energy

efficient units, which greatly enhance
insulation and improve optical clarity

- Engineered timber profiles prevent warping
and minimise the consequences of moisture
fluctuations, optimising both sash operation
and weather performance

- Innovative bonded bar options to further
promote the 'period' impression

- Comprehensive 10 year warranty against
manufacturing defects

Principal Product attributes
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The most recent addition to the ever increasing PDS product portfolio
is the flush casement range of high performance sustainable timber
windows, including fully reversible styles and Polyester powder
coated aluminium faced options, all skilfully fashioned to satisfy
the most stringent of project requirements, with regard to design
flexibility, energy efficiency, enhanced security and visible appeal.

Whether specifying beautiful natural timber or ultra low maintenance aluminium
clad designs, PDS can now provide you with a window system which also offers a
comprehensive choice of complementary low energy and acoustic rated factory
glazing, yielding whole window U values as low as 0.8 and sound reduction ratings
of up to 38db.

Naturally, this new PDS window collection has been precisely constructed and tested
to ensure compliance with the very latest Secured by Design performance
requirements. Moreover, as fully paid up, well established members of the BM Trada
Q-Mark Scheme, our windows and doorsets routinely undergo rigorous third party
assessment - a fact not lost on the many specifiers who continue to stipulate the
use of PDS products, especially when anxious to ensure exceptional long term
optimum performance.

All PDS windows are delivered to site factory glazed and fully pre finished with a highly
decorative and protective microporous coating, available in a vast array of RAL colours and
stains, including a clear lacquered  option for the interior faces.

HIGH TECH SUSTAINABLE TIMBER
& ALUMINIUM CLAD WINDOWS

Principal Product attributes

- Diverse range of sash operating modes to
suit specific project requirements including
45° top swing, 90° side swing and fully
reversible configurations, to facilitate easy
cleaning from the inside

- Outstanding thermal efficiency - U values
from as low as 0.8 for certain designs

- High Security Multi-point locking as
standard

- Ultra low maintenance - requiring only
light periodic cleaning of glass and sash
to maintain it’s pristine condition

-  Manufactured from engineered, finger
jointed and laminated timber profiles,
to resist warping and eliminate resin
exudation

- Delivered to site fully finished, pre-glazed
and ready to install

- Comprehensive 10 year warranty against
manufacturing defects

ISO 14001 REGISTERED FIRM
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FACTORY APPLIED
COATINGS
All timber windows are supplied fully

finished in a choice of RAL and

BS paint colours or one

of our translucent

stain options.

Dual colour

finishes

are also

available

DECORATIVE
GLASS OPTIONS
An expansive range of factory fitted,
decorative leaded, bevelled and etched,
high performance sealed unit glass
patterns are readily available
 to complement  PDS made to measure
door and window products. Our own
experienced craftsmen also produce
specialist  purpose designed units,
comprised of individual panes of
coloured and patterned glass, with
hand applied lead and or decorative
bevels to specifically suit your personal
taste or add that defining "wow" factor
to a prestigious project

PDS have developed an environmentally
friendly, engineered timber composite
pinless beading system, which also
provides a highly effective means of
reproducing multi pane and marginal bar
designs on timber windows, without
resorting to the time consuming
manufacture of individual glass panes
and machining  timber bars and muntins.
In keeping with the other laminated knot
free profiles used in the production of all
PDS windows, there are no unsightly
knots or other surface imperfections to
spoil the decorative finish, and due to the
impervious nature of the material, there
 is no possibility of moisture ingress or
loss, something which can destabilise
conventional timber beading, often
resulting in malperformance.
The ultra slim profiles, designed to mimic
the sight lines of single glazed putty bead,
maximise glass daylight areas and offer
the perfect visible attributes for timber
windows in conservation areas.

BONDED BAR

FURNITURE
Large choice of factory fitted finishes,
in both modern and period styles,
including Black, White, Chrome, Gold
and Silver anodised.

CAD drawings of our window systems are
available online at www.pdsdoorsets.co.uk

WINDOW TYPES
Here are just a few examples, but with non
standard being our standard, if you can
envisage it, PDS can probably manufacture it!

Easyclean

Side Opener

Bespoke

Sliding Sash

Tilt & Turn

Top Opener

Double Fire Escape

Reversible

12

1220

Composite
bonded bar

Double sided adhesive glazing tape
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Our replacement timber windows are available

with an energy rating of        when combined with

the appropriate double glazed unit composition,

call 01706 370 001 for further details

A

A
B
C

D
E
F
G

Industry Standard Requirement

Indicative U value = 2.0W/m2K

Typical FENSA Band E

-10

-113°C

-5

5

70°C

0

PDS A Rated A

Our A Rated Specification

Indicative U value = 0.8W/m2K

-10

-113°C

-5

5

70°C

0

All houses which are sold or rented must now have an Energy Performance Certificate.

This rating system is utilised across a range of household goods and is also featured

as an Energy Performance Certificate within the Home Information Pack (HIP).

In addition all new houses must have a Code for Sustainable Homes certificate.

ENERGY RATINGS

WHAT IS A
U-VALUE?
U-values are the measurement of the

amount of heat lost through a material. The

lower the heat loss, the less energy wasted

and the lower the U-value. Third party

thermal calculations have certified that PDS

timber windows are capable of achieving

an ultra low whole window u -value of just
0.8W/m2K, well below the minimum

building regulations of 2.0W/m2K.

*U-values and energy ratings quoted are achievable on specific

PDS window designs with the appropriate glass combinations

Whole window U-Values from

PART L
Compliant

PART

L

0.8 Wm2K
*
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FOLDING DOORSETS
From private dwellings to the most ambitious store front,

restaurant or commercial project, the obvious benefits for the

end user, in terms of effectively managing space to suit lifestyle

and function, has created an ever increasing demand for PDS’s

multi-folding systems. We’ve set the standard for stylish and

expedient means of bringing the outdoors in, and changed the

face of the contemporary building design.

Innovative, eye catching, graceful, and effortlessly manouvered,

PDS multifolding doors provide the ultimate in glass wall

solutions especially for patios and terraces, accomplishing a

seamless transition from inside to out, and vice versa,

eradicating the barriers between home and garden.

AVAILABLE IN A RANGE OF 12 DOOR CONFIGURATIONS CALL OUR
TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT ON 01706 370 001 FOR FURTHER DETAILS.

max 80kg max 3000mm max 1000mm max 54mm 8 + 8

Through an impressive composition of energy efficient, sound

insulating glazing, and beautiful, laminated, FSC timber

surrounds, these doorsets maximise space and daylight,

eliminate entry impediments and amalgamate internal and

external living areas to promote truly open plan living, without

compromising the property’s natural character.

Door configuration options Code Hardware

3L

3L1R

5L

3L3R

7L

SL3R

3R

1L3R

2L3R

5R

3L4R

3LSR

1x pivot set, 2 x intermediate carrier sets,
1 x half offset hinge set 2 dropbolts*

2 x pivot sets, 1 x intermediate carrier sets,
1 x half offset hinge set 4 dropbolts, 1 Gemini
locking system

1 x pivot sets, 2 x intermediate carrier sets,
1 x half offset hinge set 1 x hinge set, 4 dropbolts*

2 x pivot sets, 2 x intermediate carrier sets,
2 x half offset hinge set 6 dropbolts, 1 Gemini
locking system

2 x pivot sets, 2 x intermediate carrier sets,
1 x right carrier set 3 x half offset hinge set, 6
dropbolts*

2 x pivot sets, 2 x intermediate carrier sets,
1 x left carrier set 2 x hinge sets, 1 x half offset
hinge set, 6 dropbolts, 1 Gemini locking system

1 x pivot sets, 1 x intermediate carrier set,
1 x half offset hinge set 2 dropbolts*

2 x pivot sets, 1 x intermediate carrier set,
1 x half offset hinge set 4 dropbolts, 1 Gemini
locking system

2 x pivot sets, 1 x intermediate carrier set,
1 x right carrier set 1 x hinge set, 1 x half offset
hinge set, 4 dropbolts*

1 x pivot set, 2 x intermediate carrier set,
1 x half offset hinge set1 x hinge set, 4 dropbolts*

1 x pivot set, 3 x intermediate carrier sets,
1 x half offset hinge set2 x hinge sets, 6 dropbolts*

2 x pivot sets, 2 x intermediate carrier sets,
1 x right carrier set 2 x hinge sets, 1 x half offset
hinge set, 6 dropbolts, 1 Gemini locking system

- High visual appeal & security, low maintenance
- Unique, Secured by Design inter locking system
- Factory finished, pre-glazed and ready to install
- Energy efficient low e glass as standard
- Flexible design configurations
- Innovative hinge system (patent pending)
- Intelligent weather seals effectively resist water

ingress and air infiltration
- All hardware Components are rigorously cycle

tested to ensure maximum long term
performance

- Barrier free, easy access low level threshold
- Made to measure to meet distinct project

requirements
- Superb solution for floor-channel drainage
- Installation service also available

Principal Product attributes

*Not available with Gemini locking
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Specifically designed to exceed the ever more stringent industry sustainability standards

in relation to thermal and sound insulation, heat loss prevention and weather, impact and

intruder resistance, this ECO Homes compliant doorset comfortably meets all the Code

for Sustainable Housing benchmarks and end user expectations in these key respects.

Featuring a 54mm thick door leaf, comprising an insulating polystyrene core, sealed

between two 6mm aluminium stabilising sheets and cross banded veneers, providing

exceptional durability, stability and a most impressive U value of only 0.8 for the

unglazed leaf. The purpose made door blades are pre hung into a factory finished,

certified as sustainable, laminated softwood frames with twin weatherseals and

come as standard with an enhanced security user friendly multipoint locking system

and a barrier free, level access mobility threshold.

SUSTAINABLE
TIMBER ECO DOORSETS
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Enhanced Security
Doorsets PAS 23 & 24

Certificate Number 050/024

PRODUCT
CERTIFICATION

- Low maintenance, high
durability, enhanced security

- Outstanding thermal insulation
- minimum u-value 0.8

- Excellent sound reducing
properties - up to 35dB
achievable with appropriate
perimeter seals

- Part ‘L’, Part ‘M’ and Part ‘N’
compliant.

- Independent B M Trada Q - Mark
accreditation

- Integral, low level, mobility
access threshold

- High performance weatherstrip
& adjustable lock keeps

- Every doorset made to size to
the customers precise project
specification

Product attributes

Minimum
u-value 0.8

Ever mindful of environmental considerations, the ECO Homes doorset production process is

exceptionally low in terms of energy consumption, with virtually all manufacturing material

waste being subsequently recycled. Factory applied paint and stain finishes are low VOC, water

based, high build and microporous – designed to protect both the product and it’s natural

surroundings for many years to come.

Extruded polystyrene rigid foam
insulation plate (XPS)

Vertical veneer

Aluminium stabilising sheet -
prevents moisture ingress and
successfully resists
hygothermal bow

Vertical veneer

Horizontal veneer1.5mm

quarter cut veneer for
appearance and durability

AVAILABLE IN A RANGE
OF DOOR DESIGNS
visit: www.pdsdoorsets.co.uk
for further details.
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PURPOSE MADE INTERNAL
FIRE DOORS AND PRE
HUNG DOORSETS
A commitment to provide our customers with a

singular sourcing point for all their doorset

requirements has prompted the introduction of a

new range of fully finished interior doors.

Our objective, for these

complementary

products, is to exceed

your expectations, with

regard to style, choice,

design capability, price

and most crucially,

delivery lead times -

whatever the nature or

size of project you have

in mind.

Principal Product Attributes

- B M Trada Q - Mark Fire door scheme
accredited manufacturers

- Comprehensive choice of veneers, book
matched on double doors and overpanels

- Range of 10 standard vision panels including
DDA compliant options

- Bespoke glazing apertures also available,

- Solid timber beads not MDF veneered.

- CNC factory prepping for locks and latches

- Large range of coloured laminate options

- Section profiles and sizes to customers exact
requirements.

- Pre-hung in frame on ‘lift off’ hinges

- Delivered to site marked with the specific
location reference.

- Internal glazed screens to order.

- Range of solid and translucent low voc, high
build factory finish coatings for doors & frames.

- Matching architraves and skirting kits.

- FD90/FD120 and X-ray rated
also available.

PDS are now able to satisfy the most stringent specifier’s demands in respect of

security, fire resistance and visible appeal, offering single and double leaf doors

with FD30S and FD60S ratings and Secured by Design apartment entrance sets

with a vast choice of veneers, standard and purpose made sizes and factory glazing

specifications, all intelligently sourced and designed, in order to comply with the

most recent and exacting building regulation requirements with regard to fire

resistance and escape, thermal insulation, acoustic performance and mobility

access. See www.pdsdoorsets.co.uk for the full range of vision panel options.

Timber Fire Doors

Certificate Number 240

Visit www.pdsdoorsets.co.uk for further
details on Building Schools For The Future

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON THE
COMPLETE RANGE, PLEASE DOWNLOAD
OUR FIREDOORS SPECIFICATION
BROCHURE AT www.pdsdoorsets.co.uk
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FIRE RATED INTERNAL
TIMBER SCREENS -
INTEGRITY AND INSULATION
Glazed internal screens are increasingly being specified as a more sophisticated alternative to

conventional brick or concrete wall constructions. These often expansive amalgams of wood,

glass and doors have become particularly fashionable in Schools, Offices and other Public and

Commercial buildings for applications such as corridors, lobby’s and partition walls, where they

are utilised to create safer, ultra modern environments with greater visibility, optimum use of

restricted spaces and maximisation of natural daylight.

PDS timber screens are delivered pre painted in a solid colour, such as White, to harmonize

interior finishes, or stained / clear lacquered to enhance the wood's natural grain and provide

a coherent blend with veneered flush doors, which are very often fitted in adjacent areas.

PDS have embraced this evolvement and now offer a range of intermediary screens to complement

our tried and tested Fire, Acoustic and Security rated pre hung doorsets which are easily

incorporated into these extended structures, providing a host of visual, ergonomic and practical

benefits. Manufactured in - house in a range of made to measure, bespoke designs with

potentially numerous timber and glass combinations, finishes and specifications, covering the

full spectrum of Fire, Integrity and insulation* stipulations demanded by the most recent

European performance standards.

Integrity only - Pyroswiss 30©

In the event of a fire Pyroswiss © provides an effective
barrier against the passage of smoke, flames and
hot toxic gases. By remaining transparent and fully
intact, the glazing system allows occupants to make
their escape safely and  permits rescue service
personnel to be fully aware of any impending danger.

Integrity FD30
Insulation None
Acoustic 32db

Contraflam 30 / 60 - Integrity and insulation

When exposed to fire, the special intumescent
interlayers turn opaque and expand to form  an
insulating heat shield, which effectively reduces the
transmission of radiated and conducted heat and
also acts as an integrity barrier against smoke, flames
and hot gasses. This opaque insulating interlayer
obscures the view of the fire, which minimises panic
and also alerts the emergency services to the
presence and precise location of the blaze

GLAZING PERFORMANCE DETAILS

Integrity FD60

Insulation 60 Mins

Acoustic 41db

Integrity FD30

Insulation 30mins

Acoustic 34db

16mm Contraflam 25mm Contraflam

*Defined as the ability of a glazed screen or door to limit the temperature rise on the
non-fire side to 140° overall (or maximum of 180° spot reading)
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PDS can produce acoustic rated fire
doorsets up to 43db. Please enquire

for further details and prices

Previously  regarded as specialist products with a very limited range of

applications which were generally confined to Public buildings, acoustic

doorsets, as a consequence of higher density living and ever increasing

demands on the Health and Education sectors, are now widely specified to

combat a diversity of noise pollution issues in both the commercial sector and

within multi occupancy dwellings such as new apartment blocks.

In order to satisfy this appetite for products which promote sound moderation,

PDS, in conjunction with several of it's key suppliers, have developed a range

of highly accredited Fire check doorsets, specifically designed to reduce or

eliminate noise disturbance in sensitive areas, whilst inhibiting the progress

of fire and passage of smoke.

ACOUSTIC RATED
INTERNAL FIRE DOORSETS

43db

Perimeter seal

Drop down seal

Double door seal
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Principal product attributes

- Half hour, one hour, 90 or 120 minute fire resistance

- Up to 43 decibels sound attenuation

- Huge choice of factory painted RAL colours, Real
wood veneers and laminate door faces

 - Numerous standard and bespoke vision panels
possibilities, including non wired and DDA
compliant configurations

- Primed or fully finished doorframes in a range of
materials section profiles and decorative finishes

- Available with full FSC chain of
Custody certification

Incorporating a scientifically contrived, purpose designed, noise inhibiting

tri laminate core,  and perimeter / automatic drop down seals, combined

with  ultra modern, high precision CNC manufacturing techniques, doors

are expertly factory fitted into corresponding engineered timber outer

frames, providing the best possible defence against undesirable and

intrusive sound ingress.
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PAS 24 APARTMENT
ENTRANCE DOORSETS

PDS have developed a range of Secured by Design, factory finished, pre hung

doorsets which observe all the most recent performance and legislative requirements,

with regard to enhanced security, noise reduction, fire resistance and emergency

egress. Featuring standard or made to size 44mm or 54mm solid or insulated core

FD30 or FD60 rated door blades  with excellent acoustic properties, in a range of

veneered, painted flush, or panel effect finishes, pre hung in sturdy Sapele or

laminated softwood frames with integral mobility access thresholds, crash to exit

multipoint locking, and DDA compliant concealed hydraulic door closers.

The perfect fire rated high security entrance
 solution for modern living.

Inlaid Veneer

Principal Product Attributes

- Manufactured in accordance with our B M Trada

Q - Mark Fire door accreditation scheme

- FD30s or FD60s rated to facilitate “stay put*” fire
evacuation policies for multiple occupancy housing
(HMO’s) and other sheltered developments

- Acoustic rating up to 35dB
- Comprehensive choice of real wood veneers,

decorative foils, moulded and planted panels or
woodgrain fibreglass finishes

- Range of frame options including Sapele,
laminated softwood, Oak or PVCu

- Scheme specific conventional, automatic or
electronic Secured by Design enhanced security
multi-point locking options

- Optional sound and draught eliminating factory
fitted drop down seals

- Choice of mobility threshold alternatives, catering
for varying site conditions

- Doors and frames factory prepped to receive
concealed energy efficient DDA compliant
hydraulic closers

- GRP doors combine excellent impact resistance
with ultra low u-values, providing the perfect
solution for unheated and or high traffic areas

- Choice of double glazing aperture arrangements
and specifications for FD30s doors

- Supplied with Satin or polished Chrome, Brass,
Gold anodised or SAA door furniture

- Matching factory finished architrave and skirting
kits available to order

- Co-ordinating corridor, cupboard, lobby or
storeroom doorsets available to same
high standards of construction and appearance

Flush veneered PAS24 door sets and coordinating lobby & store doors

*Sheltered accomodation, i.e. premises rented by tenants within a larger building with
common areas and often under part time Warden control, have different approaches
to to Fire evacuation drills with some organisations opting for a complete "stay put"
policy which involves keeping everyone back until the fire service arrive, whilst others
attempt to evacuate those who are ambulant and keep a list of those who are not, and
therefore have to stay put. The increasing age and infirmity of
residents and the challenges often presented by the built
environment, makes this a particularly difficult area to manage.
FD60 doors can provide double the protection at marginal
extra cost. Please call us for further info.

PDS Firedoors are available with factory prepped,
EN1154 accredited, DDA compliant, concealed
hydraulic closers, which have many space saving
and cosmetic advantages. Please download the
Astra brochure at www.pdsdoorsets.co.uk for
further information.

GRP Fire doorsets are available in flush, raised
panel or glazed designs. The dense insulating
foam core and weather resistant fibreglass faces make these doors the perfect
choice for unheated areas and locations which are exposed to the elements

U-values from 0.8

Flush wood veneer Timber feature panel

Textured moulded panel Insulated GRP
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PAS23 & PAS24 COMMUNAL
ENTRANCE DOORSETS

Bespoke
Timber

Contemporary Fibreglass

Designed to overcome the weaknesses often exposed by PAS23 and PAS24

performance testing on traditional timber and PVCu doors fitted with

conventional single point locking devices combined with electric “striker” or

latch release mechanisms, the PDS Communal doorset, available with a

choice of enhanced security timber composite or high durability Fibreglass

faced doors with a range of optional side panel and fanlight combinations,

provides the real solution to today’s complex housing requirements -

simultaneously providing SBD compliant enhanced security, highly effective

access control, and exceptional product stability.

GRP with sidelights

Product attributes
- Secured by Design multipoint locking with automatic

hook bolt engagement and electronic access control
- Low maintenance with high durability and

impact tolerance
- Large range of style, colour and glazing options,

all made to measure to precisely suit a specific
scheme location

- Integral Approved Document ‘M’ compliant anodised
aluminium, low level threshold

- Door and frame factory prepped for CE marked EN1154
rated concealed closer with high energy efficiency
and low opening forces

- Part ‘L’ and Part ‘N’ compliant safety glazing
- U value comfortably exceeds the building requirements
- CFC, HCFC and HFC free core, with zero ODP

and GWP rating.
- Easily incorporated into extended

aluminium curtain wall structures

CALL 01706 370 001 OR VISIT www.pdsdoorsets.co.uk FOR FURTHER DETAILS ON OUR
ELECTRONIC LOCKING DEVICES
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GRP COMPOSITE
SECURITY DOORSETS
Fibre reinforced plastic, more commonly known as fibreglass or GRP,

is an immensely resilient lightweight but durable composite material.

- Dense foam core insulates against
heat loss and sound transmission.

- Remarkably authentic timber door appearance.
- Standard through colour choice of Black, Blue,

Green, Red, White, RAL shades and Stained
factory finishes to order.

- Guaranteed against bowing, twisting, rotting,
rusting, splitting, cracking or delamination.

- Independent third party BM Trada accreditation.
- Document ‘M’ aluminium, low level threshold
- Adjustable lock keeps to ensure excellent

weather resistance and eliminate draughts.
- CFC, HCFC, HFC free, with zero ODP & GWP.
- Every doorset individually made to size.
- GRP FD30 & FD60 Fire doorsets also available.

Product attributes

Traditionally associated with the manufacture of power boats and

racing cars, GRP has become the preferred choice of door specifiers,

particularly when the client’s design priorities include enhanced

security, high thermal efficiency, long term best value and the ability

to retain a remarkable “new timber door” appearance over many

years, even under extreme weather conditions.

Doors are manufactured by bonding moulded GRP skins onto a

robust, moisture resistant PVCu composite inner framework. The

cavity is then injected with a dense, CFC free, polyurethane foam,

providing outstanding thermal and sound reduction properties. The

finished door blades are pre hung into specifically designed, low

maintenance, twin sealed, PVCu doorframes, profiled to accept a

mobility compliant, barrier free, high durability threshold as the

integral fourth side. Locks, door furniture and double glazing, where

applicable, are precisely factory fitted, minimising on site labour costs

whilst facilitating problem free installation and future operation.

Impervious PVC Composite
stiles and rails

Robust
through
colour GRP
facings

Thermally efficient
insulating foam
core

Dedicated
reinforced
twin sealed
PVCu frame

Integral
Mobility
access
aluminium
threshold

Stable Door
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Green

Black

Rosewood

Red

Oak

White

Blue

GRP DOOR STYLE OPTIONS

All vertically boarded effect designs from GRP-01 onwards can also be supplied as a flush non grooved door.

GRP-07 GRP-08

GRP-15

GRP-09 GRP-10

GRP-13

GRP-04 GRP-05 GRP-06

GRP-12 GRP-153

GRP-03

GRP-14

GRP-01

GRP-21 GRP-0X5 GRP-19

GRP-09C

GRP-14GGRP-13D

GRP-08P

4mm toughened
safety glass or

6.4mm laminated
to outer pane

Toughened
Inner Pane

Truseal
Decoseal™

Individual Bevelled
Glass Pieces

Polished Zinc or
brass Caming

Distinct Textured
Glass Pieces

DECORATIVE
TRIPLE GLAZING
CONSTRUCTION

All doors have white
internal faces as standard

GRP-34 GRP-35

GRP-02
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HIGH SECURITY
FRENCH & DOUBLE
DOORSETS
Traditionally, double doors
have been difficult to produce with even an
average degree of security and weather
resistance. This is particularly the case with
newbuild properties where invariably a low
level threshold is also a design prerequisite.

PDS standard 44mm Timber and GRP doors can now be

combined with our Gemini interlocking multipoint system and

high performance aluminium mobility access cills, to produce

a low maintenance, enhanced security, French or double

doorset, in order to take advantage of additional light, improve

accessibility or simply to create a room with a view.

Alternatively, to cater for narrower overall opening widths a

hinged sidelight (effectively a reduced width door) can be

introduced, in place of the normal equal size slave door leaf,

to provide periodic or constant wider access - particularly

useful when large items of furniture are being delivered or

removed and possibly a better option than a typical entrance

frame, where often only a standard width door is provided in

order to accommodate a reasonable amount of adjacent glass.

Product attributes
- Secured by Design
- Innovative sequential locking for optimum security
- Ingenious interlocking meeting stiles
- Made - to - measure for extra design flexibility
- Fully adjustable lock keeps
- Choice of glazing cassette styles
- Available with opening inward or outward doors
- Deep 25mm shoot bolt projection
- Integral sidelight and fanlight combinations available

AVAILABLE IN A RANGE OF DOOR DESIGN

CONFIGURATIONS CALL OUR TECHNICAL

DEPARTMENT ON 01706 370 001 OR VISIT

www.pdsdoorsets.co.uk FOR FURTHER DETAILS.

Enhanced Security
Doorsets PAS 23 & 24

Certificate Number 050/024

PRODUCT
CERTIFICATION
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Ergonomic

Featuring a "lock over latch" configuration with the cylyinder
positioned above, rather than below the handles, making it
more accessible. This component is eminently suitable for
extra-care schemes, and projects involving the partially
sighted. With keyless deadlocking upon exit, the Ergonomic
lock also promotes ease of use for the elderly and infirm.
This product is now also available with a revolutionary battery
operated handle which facilitates simple and cost effective
remote access control.

AV2

Arguably the most secure and commercially viable residential
locking system currently available, due to it's innovative
automatic hook bolt engagement. Continuous, enhanced
(PAS 24 ) levels of security are achieved, simply by closing
the door - with no need to thrust up or "throw" the lever
handle in the manner of conventional multipoints - a process
which certain residents may have trouble coming to terms
with, both conceptually and physically.

CALL 01706 370 001, VISIT OUR WEBSITE www.pdsdoorsets.co.uk
OR SEE OUR GRP DOOR STYLES LEAFLET FOR PRECISE DETAILS

FUNCTION SPECIFIC ENHANCED SECURITY
Alternative SBD locking options from PDS, to satisfy distinct scheme requirements

AV2E
Automatic hook engagement and full time high security in
the manner of AV2 but with electronic hook and latch
withdrawal which permits access control, and emergency
egress, without the use of a key.

STV Entryguard
Purpose designed multipoint locking system featuring a
hefty integral safety bar. Far stronger than the traditional,
often fairly flimsy, door chain, the EG also incorporates
both an easy to operate internal thumbturn, and a
disengagement facility from outside for an authorised key
holder, in the event of an actual or potential emergency.

Pyroscape Fast Egress
Conventionally operated mechanical Multipoint lock which
permits instant, single action emergency egress from the
inside, even when fully deadlocked, and therefore an ideal
feature to specify on security doorsets in dwellings with
only one main exit point, such as flats or fire escape doors
in sheltered accommodation.

Enhanced Security
Doorsets PAS 23 & 24

Certificate Number 050/024

PRODUCT
CERTIFICATION

Timber Fire Doors

Certificate Number 240

Extract from NHBC’s technical newsletter Standards Extra
In Standards Extra Issue 31 December 2004 NHBC published an article about locks to individual flat entrance doors.
The article explained the need to provide good security whilst still providing escape in the event of a fire without
the need for a key i.e. keyless egress. Since that time NHBC has been working with representatives of the lock
industry, police, insurers and the fire service in developing a suite of British Standards that cover security and

means of escape for all types of dwellings. See or website for full details of this report at www.pdsdoorsets.co.uk
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- A diverse selection of caming options
characterise each distinctive design including
brass, nickel, patina or wrought iron.

- Complementary sidelights and fanlights
- Individually assigned privacy ratings
- High security glazing systems
- Toughened or laminated safety

glass as standard
- Thermally sealed to increase energy efficiency
- 10 year warranty

ENERGY EFFICIENT
DECORATIVE TRIPLE GLAZING

Our decorative glazing allows the homeowner to demonstrate their own personal

style, starting at the property’s main entrance. This is the client’s opportunity

to truly individualise and customize their security doorset.

Most of our decorative door glass is sealed between two clear

panels of clear, toughened glass to make a triple pane unit.

This prevents tarnishing of the caming, makes the glass easier

to clean, reduces heat loss and improves sound insulation.

Nickel caming Glass bevel

Product attributes

FOR TIMBER & GRP DOORSETS

SEE OUR FULL LINE DOOR GLASS
CATALOGUE, DISTINCTION COLLEXTION
& GRP BROCHURE FOR THE COMPLETE
RANGE OF DESIGN POSSIBILITIES, OR
CALL OUR TEAM ON 01706 370 001
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ACCREDITATIONS & GUARANTEES

The genuine everyday involvement and legitimate "hands on"
management style of the business owners, assisted by an
experienced, highly trained, appropriately skilled workforce,
and the most modern computer aided manufacturing
equipment, enables PDS to control quality throughout the entire
production and finishing process. This provides us with the
confidence to offer our products with a 10 year guarantee
against manufacturing defects.

Ongoing capital investment, independent external third party
product testing and accreditation, in conjunction with routine
quality and systems monitoring, provides further assurance to
our customers that PDS Doorsets and windows are entirely fit
for purpose whilst complying with all the most recent and
relevant industry performance standards thereby providing
demonstrable value for money.

QUALITY ASSURANCE

We all have a duty to protect the environment for future generations.
To this end, PDS are committed to manufacturing and logistics
processes which make the most efficient use of energy, water, fuel
and other resources, and to supplying only those door and window
products which promote sustainability and healthy homes. We aim
to achieve this in a manner that maximises the quality of these
products and the associated customer service, whilst at the same
time, improving employee productivity and minimising waste, pollution,
C02 emissions and other factors that may have a harmful effect on
the environment

All PDS sustainable door and window systems are designed to be as
energy efficient and as environmentally friendly as possible. In
practice, this means we can offer windows and doors with u-values
as low as 0.8W/m2K.

THE ENVIRONMENT,
AN ISSUE THAT AFFECTS US ALL

Maximising safety, comfort and visible appeal whilst guarding against unsatisfactory future
performance is easily accomplished by stipulating that products are delivered to site fully finished,
factory glazed, pre hung and with all ironmongery and furniture fitted. By also insisting on the latest
Secured by Design and Third party Q - Mark accreditation, supported by comprehensive product
warranties, the specifier is virtually guaranteed the standard of clearly discernible, enduring quality,
provided as standard, throughout our range of superior residential door or window systems.

PDS’s manufacturing, service and after sales processes, and indeed our entire business strategy and product
portfolio, continue to be instigated, developed and driven, as a consequence of our sales team perceiving,
anticipating, and responding to, new and specific demands from our core market, whilst acting in the best
interests of our respective customers and the wider environment.

PDS strive to add further value by personalising the transaction, through distinctive service aspects such as
dedicated account management, fast track response for emergency or void property related requirements,
local field representation, on site and in house technical advice and training, survey and installation services
and ‘project specific’ product design and consultation. Moreover, we are always prepared to involve ourselves
with our client’s other key partners and collaborators including architects, contractors and residents, often
providing, for example, a presence at ‘out of hours’ liaison meetings, individually tailored, door choice sheets,
samples, and even fully installed ‘pilot’ doorsets, all at our own expense. We are always anxious to participate
at the earliest possible stage of the programme, in order to fully understand and agree objectives, promote
mutual trust and cooperation, establish realistic and transparent performance monitors, with the firm intention
of consistently exceeding our customer’s highest expectations.

We firmly believe our product and service offer encapsulates all the crucial components of best value and
delivers, via improved production and organisational processes, ongoing technological and human resource
investment, efficient use and recycling of raw and other materials, and effective ‘team’ communication
throughout the complete supply chain, the ultimate extended life cycle door and
window systems.

By opting for GRP security doors in PVCu frames, for example, you will never need to worry about moisture
ingress, leading to excessive movement and potential performance issues. However, timber doors and windows,
due not least to their positive environmental properties are once again in vogue, and if properly prepared and
treated, will also provide high performance with little or no future maintenance implications. To this end, we
factory glaze and spray finish our doors and windows in a controlled environment with high build, low VOC
microporus paints and stains which are designed, not only to enhance the timbers natural beauty, but to
maintain the protection and appearance of the product in order to yield best value.

To further guarantee long term performance we use only engineered, defect and knot free timber with cut
ends protected by a specially developed flexible sealant.

THE IDEAL SUPPLY CHAIN PARTNER

10 year Limited guarantee
full terms and conditions available

PAS23
& PAS24

ACCREDITED
ISO 14001 REGISTERED FIRM

Timber Fire Doors

Certificate Number 240

Enhanced Security
Doorsets PAS 23 & 24

Certificate Number 050/024

FUNGAL W
A

R
R

A
N

TY30
YEAR

DEFECTS W
A

R
R

A
N

TY10
YEAR

FINISHES W
A

R
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A
N

TY10
YEAR

FITTINGS W
A

R
R

A
N

TY5
YEAR

SEALED UNITS W
A

R
R

A
N

TY10
YEAR

For further information on product
warranties and compliance
documents, please call our sales
team on 01706 370 001
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PDS: Price, Delivery and Service - The Key to best value

The ideal supply chain partner

To request any of our other brochures or literature please
call 01706 370 001 or visit www.pdsdoorsets.co.uk

Bi-Folding
Doors

Mobility access
thresholds

GRP Composite
Security Doorsets

SBD access control
locking systems

email: sales@pdsdoorsets.co.uk website: www.pdsdoorsets.co.uk

Midlands Office
GF14a Imex Business Park
Shobnall Road, Burton on Trent
Staffordshire DE14 2AU

Tel: 01283 525933 Fax: 01283 525934

Head Office
Greenvale Business Park

Todmorden Road, Littleborough
Lancashire 0L15 9AZ

Tel: 01706 370001 Fax: 01706 370002

Full Line Door
Glass Catalogue

Cavity
Closers

Acoustic and Fire Rated
Internal Doorsets

Astra Concealed
Hydraulic Door Closers

Distinction Collection
Decorative Triple Glazing


